
 

True or False – Natural World   

1) A pangolin is a type of Bat found mostly in Mexico.  

2) A person that studies parasites is called a Parasitologist?  

3) The extinct bird Dodo’s inhabited New Zealand’s South Island?  

4) Flamingo’s can be found living in the wild on only 3 of the 7 continents?  

5) El Capitan is a 3000ft granite Monolith found in yellow stone national park USA?  

 

Multiple choice – Film and Tv    
6) Sandy, Summer and Seth are characters from which American drama television series? 

a) One Tree Hill 

b) Dawson’s Creek  

c) The OC 

d) Gossip Girl  

7) Which TV series has cost the most to produce in total? 

a) ER 

b) Friends  

c) Rome  

d) Game of Thrones 

8) Which of these four films was the longest in running time?  

a) Jaws  

b) Bridge on the river Kwai  

c) Matrix Reloaded  

d) Godfather part 2  

9) Which of these films did Quentin Tarantino write but not Direct (including as a special 

director)? 

a) Death Proof 

b) Sin City  

c) Hateful 8  

d) From Dusk till Dawn     

10) Who directed ‘1917’ a film based on World War 1? 

a) Sofia Coppolla  

b) Sam Mendes 

c) Baz Lerman  

d) McG 

11) The Tv Series ‘Peaky Blinders’ was first broadcast in which year ?  

a) 2011 

b) 2013 

c) 2014 

d) 2016 

 



12)  Calista Flockhart played a lawyer in which American legal comedy-drama television 

series from 1997 to 2002?  

a) Ally McBeal 

b) Brothers and Sisters 

c) The practice 

d) Boston Legal 

13) How many Lethal Weapon films have their been?  

a) 3 

b) 4 

c) 5 

d) 6 

14) Which company now owns LucasFilm?  

a) Paramount 

b)  Universal  

c) Fox  

d) Walt Disney  

15) US President Ronald Regan had a succesful film career spanning over 2 decades but 

according to IMDB how many films/Tv shows was he credited as an actor in?  

a) 12 

b) 25 

c) 42 

d) 82  

 

Sporting Acronyms 

16) In Rugby, TMO, which helps referees review incidents including tries from different 

angles stands for what?  
17) KO is used in several different sports and was also used in the Video Game Tekken, what 

does it stand for?  
18) NASCAR stands for what?  
19) Scuba Diving is a well known activity, but what does SCUBA actually stand for?  
20) In the USA, the NBA stands for what?  
21) The federation internationale de Football Association is better known as what?  
22) The LPGA is anassociation in which sport?  
23) WAGS is an acronym for what?  
24) The IOC is a committee for what?  
25) The BCU is a national governing body for which outdoor activity?  

 

General Knowledge  

26) The Denmark strait separates which two Islands.  

27) Who famously lived in a perspex box in London being suspended over the river Thames 

for 44 days in 2003?  



28) Which Land Mammals have the longest tails?  

29) Genghis Khan was the leader and emporer of which historical empire?  

30) Catherine wheels, fountains and sky rockets are all types of what?   

31) In what year did Korea officially divide into North and South Korea with the 

appointement of Kim ii Sung as leader or North Korea? 

32) In what year did 4G launch in the uk?  

33) Mambo is most associated as a dance with which country?  

34) In woodworking/ DIY, a jamb is what?  

35) Within 2 either way, How many pods does the London eye have?  

 

Logos  

36) What colour is the ‘L’ in the Google Logo?  

37) What two colours make up the IKEA logo?  

38) What animal features on the NBC logo?  

39) The Guinness Logo features what musical instrument?  

40) What Greek Legendary creature appears on the Starbucks Logo?  

41) Which gaming companies logo is a large letter R with a star in the bottom right corner?  

42) Which two British football teams from the same City features a ship on their badge 

which represents the canal system?  

43) Which French clothing brand features a green crocodile on their logo?  

44) The Quicksilver logo is of a Wave and what other Naturally occurring thing?  

45) Which animal charity has a panda as their logo?  

Music 

46) Which band had their song ‘whole lotta love’ featured as the main theme for Top of the 

pops? Led Zeppelin  

47) ‘Where is the love’ is the first no.1 for which collective?  

48) Who joined George Michael on ‘Don’t let the sun go down on me?’   

49) Which rapper/singer songwriter famous for having multiple alias’s including Nemo Hoes 

and Niggarachi is more commonly known as what?  

50) Grunge Rock was born in the 80’s in which American City?  

 

 

 


